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Overview	
• Review: Radiated heat from a warm body
• Wavelength bands of solar and terrestrial radiation
• Concept of thermal equilibrium – when radiated =
absorbed
• Absorption of radiation by gasses
• The Greenhouse effect (how the trace gasses keep
us warm)
• Planets Venus and Mars, for comparison

Radiative  Cooling	

Total  power  radiated  depends  
strongly  on  the  absolute  
temperature:	
4

F = σ ∗T

Stefan Boltzmann constant:
−8

2

σ = 5.67 *10 W / m / K

4

Power    (Wa*s  per  
square  meter)	

• Radiative cooling of a warm body transfers heat
through electromagnetic waves, which can propagate
without a medium, such as In the vacuum of space
• Hence radiative cooling is the ultimate mechanism for
the planet cooling, and the earth’s temperature is set
by the balance between the incoming solar energy
and outgoing radiative cooling
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Electromagnetic  Spectrum	
• EM waves in a vast range of wavelengths (gamma rays
though radio waves propagate through empty space
and are basically the same as light waves
• Different wavelengths interact with atoms and molecules,
imparting their energy to them by excitation of vibrations,
rotations, electron orbitals, and chemical transitions
• We see visible light because evolution brought us
receptors in the wavelength range of light from the sun

Blackbody  radiation  spectrum	
• The sun, or any object, emits a similar pattern of
wavelengths in a band that depends on its temperature
• The hotter the body, the shorter the wavelengths (or
higher the frequency radiated, according to the Planck
law [1900]:
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λ =  wavelength  in  µm	
T  =  Temperature  in  °K	

[h  (Planck’s  constant),  c  (speed  of  
light)  and  kB  (Bol^mann’s  constant)  
left  out  for  simplicity]  	

Solar  and  terrestrial  radiation	

Sun/106	

Sun’s  incoming  energy:	
5%  UV  (300-‐‑400  nm)	
43%  Visible  (400-‐‑700nm)	
52%  n-‐‑IR  (700-‐‑2500  nm)	
	
Earth’s  radiation:	
~100%  far-‐‑IR  (>3000  nm)	

Far  IR	

Near  IR	

Visible	

UV	

• Theoretical blackbody spectra, w/o atmospheric effects
• Note: complete separation of terrestrial and solar spectra

Earth	

Wavelength  (λ)  in  microns	

Interactions  with  maier	
• Reflection: radiation bounces off a
macroscopic object (like a cloud)
o Object larger than the wavelength of the
electromagnetic wave
o Wavelengths reflected same as incident
o Tends to reflect back towards source

• Scattering: radiation bounces off
small particles (gas molecules, dust
particles, aerosols)
o Object smaller than wavelength of EM wave
o Wavelength scattered nearly same as incident
o Scattering in all directions, wavelength dependent

Rayleigh  scaiering  oﬀ  gas  and  dust:	
• Long  wavelength  (Red)  tends  to  
Sun’s  rays,	
scaier  at  small  angles;	
Parallel	
• Shorter  wavelength  (Blue)  tends  to  
scaier  at  large  angles	

Interactions  with  molecules	
• Absorption/emission
o Microscopic object (molecular or atomic)
o Absorption strongly wavelength dependent, because the
photon energy has to be just right to excite certain quantum
states
hc
• Photon Energy: 	
 E = hν =

λ

o E = energy in electron-volts: 1 eV = 1.6 x 10-19 Joules
o h = Planck’s constant = 6.6 x 10-34 Joules-sec
o ν= Frequency of light: in (sec)-1
o c = Speed of light = 3 x 108 m/sec
o Quantum transitions need discrete amounts of energy to occur
o Emission is a separate process from absorption, and happens in
all directions
o A molecule can also lose its quantum energy to another by
collisions

Example:  Ozone  photodissociation	
• Last week we learned about the creation and
destruction of Ozone in the Stratosphere:
Destruction: O3 + hv(200 – 320 nm)
O + O2
• We see that Ozone absorbs photons with wavelength
below 320 nm (corresponding to E > 5.8x10-19J = 3.6 eV)
which causes the molecule to come apart
• What is the likelihood that this happens?
o For a photon to be absorbed, it
must pass close enough to an
Ozone molecule, within a cross
sectional area σ [in cm2]
o The cross-section is a function of wavelength for any particular
quantum process

# molecules
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σ
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Ozone  absorption  of  UV	
Chemists (following Tyndall) measure absorption cross
sections as a function of wavelength, which are used in
atmospheric calculations:
Note:  the  vertical  log  scale  	
σ  changes  by  factor  of  100  
from  λ  of  320  to  260  nm	

The  eﬀect  of  the  ozone  
absorption  is  to  eliminate  
wavelengths  below  300  nm	

Quantum  vibrations	
• Molecular bonds are “quantum springs” which can
have certain amounts of energy, and can be excited
to vibrate in certain modes:
o Stretching (symmetric and asymmetric)
o Bending
o Twisting (molecules with > 3 atoms)

• The more atoms in a molecule the more modes it will
have and generally the larger cross section for
absorbing IR radiation
• General formula for number of vibrational modes:

Nmodes = 3*(# atoms) – 6 (or -5 if atoms in line)

Example:  Water  Vapor	
• Water vapor (green data) has a
complicated absorption spectrum:
o
o
o
o
o

Bending
Stretching (asymmetric or symmetric)
Bending + Stretching
Stretching (both modes)
All modes at once

At  longer  
wavelengths,  
rotational  modes	
(how  a  microwave  
oven  heats)  	

Eﬀect  on  Incident  Solar  Radiation	
• Ozone and H2O vapor block certain wavelengths, but
most incoming radiation gets through

o O3 removes wavelengths below 320nm
o Five wavelength bands blocked by H2O
• About 25% of incoming solar energy absorbed by atmosphere

Where  we  are  so  far	
Brief summary of important points:
a) Radiation coming from the sun and that leaving the
earth are in totally different wavelength ranges;
b) Gas molecules interact with radiation at certain
wavelengths, absorbing energy and heating up;
c) The amount of absorption by a gas in a layer of the
atmosphere proportional to concentration and its cross
section for absorption at a particular wavelength:
# molecules
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d) Each gas has different absorption spectrum depending
on its molecular structure

Other  absorbing  trace  gasses	
1) Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 400 ppm (0.04%)
2) Methane (CH4) 1.8 ppm (0.00018%)
3) Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 310 ppb (0.000031%)
Carbon  dioxide	
Transmission  	
	
=  1  -‐‑  Absorption	

Eﬀect  on  outgoing  radiation	
While 75% of suns radiation reaches the surface, gasses in
the atmosphere trap 70-85% of the outgoing radiation
The  shapes  of  the  emiied  
spectrum  from  cold,  
medium  and  hot  places,  in  
absence  of  absorption	
The  total  blocking  eﬀect  
from  all  the  gasses,  takes  
away  all  but  the  blue  
chunk  of  radiation	
Each  of  these  gasses  
absorbs  proportional  to  its  
concentration  and  
absorption  cross  section	
Scaiering  –  part  of  albedo	
(From  Wikipedia)	

Greenhouse  Eﬀect	
• We’ve seen how the greenhouse gasses (GHGs: H2O,
CO2, CH4, NO2) make the atmosphere completely
opaque to IR radiation in certain wavelength bands
• Shouldn’t this mean that adding more CO2 wouldn’t
have any more effect (because if it is opaque, it
couldn’t be more opaque)?
• This is the “saturation hypothesis” which was originally
proposed by Angstrom shortly after Arrhenius’s paper,
and which is still claimed by global warming deniers
• To understand why this hypothesis might not be
correct, we’ll need to understand the way the
atmosphere absorbs, warms and re-radiates.
• Let’s take this one step at a time…

Recall:  energy  balance	

• The planet reaches a constant temperature when the
solar energy absorbed = the energy radiated away
from the top of the atmosphere

• Incident energy is the solar constant (S0=1370W/m2)
times the cross section area of the sphere (A= πRe2)
Energy  
ﬂux  S0	

Re	

Energy  Balance  –  step  2	
Total energy absorbed is fraction of the incident
energy which is not reflected by the planet:

Eabs = S0 * π Re2 * (1− α p )
• αp,  the albedo, is the fraction of light reflected by ice,
clouds, sand, etc and averages about 30%

• The incoming flux is the total energy divided by
the surface area of the sphere (Asphere = 4πRe2):
About  240  W/m2  
S0 *π Re2 *(1−α p ) S
1370 * 0.7
Fin =
= 0 * (1− α p ) =
W / m 2 average  over  day  and  
4
4
night	
4π Re2
From flux, calculate emission temperature Te:	
1
4

1
4

" Fout % " 240 %
°
Fout = Fin = σ *T → Te = $
=
255K
' =$
'
# σ & # 5.67x10 −8 &
4
e

If  no  greenhouse  
eﬀect,  too  cold	
(-‐‑1°F)	

Toy  model:  one  layer  atmosphere	
• Consider a flat area, with incoming radiation Fin as
before, but let the layer of atmosphere absorb all
the surface radiation and heat up:
Fout=Fin=  σ  *  Te

Fin	

4	

Emission  temp  
Te  =  255°K	
Atmosphere:  Te	

Fs	

Fout	

Radiates  same  amount  
up  and  down	

Surface:  Ts	

Surface  ﬂux:      Fs  =  Fin  +  Fout  =  2  *  Fout	
1
Surface  temperature:	
 ! 2 * Fin $ 4 ! 14 $
Ts = #
& = # 2 & *Te =  303°K  (86°F)	
" σ % " %
Not  too  bad!	

Extending  the  simple  model	
• Simple models like this help to understand the essence
of a problem one step at a time, and develop a
framework for a more complete solution
• If the atmosphere acted as a single completely
absorbing layer, it would warm the surface up
modestly, more like a thin sweater than a down parka
• To go further, one can extend the model to multiple
layers which don’t absorb fully
Fin	

Fout=Fin=  σ  *  Te4	
F2	
F1	
Fs	
 F1	

F2	

Emission  temp  
Te  =  255°K	
Layer  3:  Te	
Layer  2:  T2	
Layer  1:  T1	

Surface:  Ts	

What  do  we  learn  from  this	
• By conceptually dividing the atmosphere into layers
one finds that the outer layer of the troposphere
(coldest and lowest pressure) sets the emission
temperature of the earth as seen from afar
• Each layer acts to warm the layers below it, and
adding insulation (e.g. CO2) to the layers increases
this warming – no saturation is seen as CO2 is added
• For more realistic modeling, need to represent the
actual mixture of gasses and their absorption,
humidity at different altitudes, and the fact that at
lower altitudes, convection heat flow dominates
over radiative heat transport

Next  step  in  sophistication	
•

•

An example: the MIT Single Column model (K. Emanuel et al, 2010)

Radiation interacts with the surface, clouds, water vapor (which
varies with altitude and), ozone (fixed in time but varies with altitude,
and specified, constant concentrations of CO2, CH4, NO2, and CFC
11 and 12. Includes:

o radiative transfer model developed for the European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts (Morcrette, 1991) treats the entire spectrum of
long and short wave radiation, including ultraviolet radiation interactions
with ozone
o representation of cumulus convection (Emanuel, 1991, Emanuel and
Zivkovic‐Rothman, 1999)
o a parameterization of layer clouds (Bony and Emanuel, 2001) –
predicted cloud fractions and water distribution
o https://courses.edx.org/courses/MITx/12_340x/1T2014/courseware/Resources/
RCmodel/

•

Beyond this, there are the full blown Global Circulation Models, (GCMs)
that project the climate’s development into the future – subject to
many assumptions. These will be the subject of session 9

Earth  Energy  Balance	
A combination of model calculations and satellite measurements

The  global  annual  mean  Earth'ʹs  energy  budget  for  the  March  2000  -‐‑  May  2004  period  (W  m-‐‑2).  The  
broad  arrows  indicate  the  schematic  ﬂow  of  energy  in  proportion  to  their  importance.  -‐‑  From  Trenberth  
et  al.,  2009,  NCAR  (National  Center  for  Atmospheric  Research)	

A  few  things  to  note	
• On average we get twice as much energy radiated
down to us from the atmosphere than directly from
the sun (surprise!)
• This is like a “budget” – the incoming and outgoing
totals at a particular place should cancel out
• Except, that is, for the “net absorbed at surface: 0.9
W/m2” which is a small surplus
• That surplus, being the difference between several
much larger numbers, is difficult to know accurately,
so is the subject of some debate

Comparison  with  other  planets	
• Mars
o Solar constant 589 W/m2 (1370 on earth)
o Albedo of 0.16 (0.3 on earth)
o Atmosphere pressure : 6 millibars (1013 on earth), but 95% CO2
• This amount of CO2 would correspond to 4600ppm on earth
o Very small greenhouse effect seen, because the average temperature is well
below freezing (-50°C), so very little water vapor in the atmosphere

Comparison  with  nearby  planets	
• Venus
Solar constant 2611 W/m2 (1370 on earth)
Albedo of 0.8 (0.3 on earth)
Averaged radiation : S0*(1-α)/4 = 130 W/m2 (240 W/m2 on earth)
Atmosphere pressure : 92,000 millibars (1013 on earth), 96.5% CO2
• This amount of CO2 would correspond to >>100% on earth
o Intense greenhouse effect seen, average temperature (467°C) is the hottest in
the solar system. Very little water vapor in the atmosphere, if it existed it was
taken out by the solar wind.
o
o
o
o

Suggested  reading:	
• Explanation for CO2 greenhouse effect nonsaturation:
o http://www.skepticalscience.com/saturated-co2-effect.htm

